The chemical and spectral properties of a series of hemocyanin derivatives were systematically compared to provide insight into the geometric and electronic structure of the oxyhemocyanin active site. The binuclear copper site is characterized as two tetragonal Cu(II) Oxygen binds as peroxide (1) to the active site in oxyhemocyanin (2) in the ratio of 1 02:2 Cu and it is generally agreed that the two coppers are in the +2 oxidation state, although a Cu(I)Cu(III) active site has recently been proposed (3). The lack of an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal for oxyhemocyanin, then, requires the existence of antiferromagnetic coupling or a metal-metal bond between the cupric ions. Magnetic susceptibility studies (4) failed to detect any deviation from Curie behavior, placing only a lower limit of 550 cm-1 on any antiferromagnetic etchange interaction. The optical spectrum also exhibits unique spectral features. The dominant absorption at 345 nm has been variously assigned as a simultaneous pair excitation (SPE) (5) or a ligand-to-metal charge transfer transition (LMCT) with the ligand suggested to be S-(cysteine) (6), O22-(7), or N (histidine) (1). The 570-nm band has been assigned as peroxide to copper charge transfer (1) or d-d transitions (6).
Oxygen binds as peroxide (1) to the active site in oxyhemocyanin (2) in the ratio of 1 02:2 Cu and it is generally agreed that the two coppers are in the +2 oxidation state, although a Cu(I)Cu(III) active site has recently been proposed (3) . The lack of an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal for oxyhemocyanin, then, requires the existence of antiferromagnetic coupling or a metal-metal bond between the cupric ions. Magnetic susceptibility studies (4) failed to detect any deviation from Curie behavior, placing only a lower limit of 550 cm-1 on any antiferromagnetic etchange interaction. The optical spectrum also exhibits unique spectral features. The dominant absorption at 345 nm has been variously assigned as a simultaneous pair excitation (SPE) (5) or a ligand-to-metal charge transfer transition (LMCT) with the ligand suggested to be S-(cysteine) (6), O22- (7) , or N (histidine) (1) . The 570-nm band has been assigned as peroxide to copper charge transfer (1) or d-d transitions (6) .
We have undertaken a systematic study of a series of hemocyanin derivatives in order of increasing complexity to provide insight into the geometric and electronic structure of the active site of oxyhemocyanin (Fig. 1) . The resulting spectral perturbations allow a determination of the oxidation state of the copper ions in each derivative, the existence of both exogenous and endogenous bridges between the two coppers, the coordination mode of peroxide in oxy, and a spectral assignment for the unique absorption features exhibited by oxyhemocyanin.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Busycon canaliculatum hemocyanin was purified by ultracentrifugation. A Varian E-9 EPR spectrometer (X-band) was used on frozen solution samples. Low-temperature optical spectra were taken of buffered sucrose solutions with a Cary 17 absorption spectrometer and a Spectrim II cryocooler. Difference spectra of the 300-to 500-nm region were taken with the appropriate protein derivative in the reference beam-e.g., met apo-aquo provided the baseline for met apo-N3-. This was necessary to compensate for residual oxyhemocyanin and the steep slope of the protein absorption in the 300-to 500-nm re- 28 hr, similar to the dialysis times required for anion removal from met apo-N3-, etc., but in contrast to times of greater than 100 hr necessary for the half met derivatives in the absence of CO. Further, of all the half met derivatives studied, only the N3-, SCN-, and CN-derivatives have a second coordination position available at the active site. Coordination of the second ligand occurs at relatively low anion concentrations (100-fold excess) and is indicated by changes in the EPR spectrum and the appearance of a new charge transfer band in the optical spectrum (Fig. 4B) .
The optical and EPR spectra of half met-CN-, -NO2-, -CH3CO2-, and -OCN-are all similar to those observed for the corresponding met apo derivatives (13) . For half met-N3-, however, unique spectral features are observed upon cooling. The EPR spectrum ( Fig. 2 curves B and C) is drastically altered and a new intense spectral feature (Fig. 3B ) appears in the near-infrared (e 1200 M-1 cm-1, X = 1570 nm). Similarly, the half met-halide series exhibits uneven, small A 1 1 splitting with more than four components in the EPR spectrum and a new intense band in the near-infrared absorption spectrum (13) .
The spectral and chemical properties of half met hemocyanin are consistent with the structural model presented in Fig. 1 B and C and discussed below. The cupric ion in the half met form occupies a tetragonal site with a d.2-y2 ground state similar to that of met apo, and the exogenous ligand binds in the equatorial plane of the tetragonal Cu(II). This is shown by the EPR and optical spectra of half met-ligand (ligand = CN-, NO2-, CH3CO2-, OCN-, F-) (12, 13 still present in the absorption spectra, the half met site is then classified as a class II-mixed valence system (14) . The unpaired electron is primarily localized on one copper atom in the site; however, some delocalization onto the second copper occurs. The trends in the half met-halide absorption and EPR spectra parallel the known inner sphere electron transfer rates (Cl-< Br-< I-) and require that the dominant orbital pathway for delocalization occurs through the bridging halide atomic orbitals (13 ]. In the met apo derivative, the absence of the Cu(I) allows R to bind to the Cu(II) at all times; thus only one met apo coordination position is observed.
To summarize, the chemical reactions and spectral properties of the half met derivatives indicate that the cupric ion occupies a tetragonal site. The added ligand, L (Fig. 1) , binds in the equatorial plane and bridges the Cu(I) and Cu(II) ions. A bridging protein ligand, R, is also present, but this bridge is reversibly broken when the coppers are forced apart (>5 A) by a group 2 ligand. Dimer hemocyanin Dimer hemocyanin contains a binuclear cupric EPR-detectable active site [Cu(II)Cu(II)]. Its preparation and EPR spectral properties have been investigated and reported (15, 16) . Addition of a 50-fold excess of N3-to dimer produces a new binuclear cupric derivative, dimer-N3-, as indicated by the changes in the EPR and optical spectra. Dimer-N3, like dimer, is metastable, the EPR signal being eliminated by dialysis or upon standing. In contrast to the original dimer, however, addition of peroxide to dimer-N3-results in immediate regeneration of oxyhemocyanin.'
The EPR spectrum of dimer-N3-shows a broadened g = 2 signal (Fig. 2 curve D) 
with a metal-metal distance of t6 A. The d-d spectrum of the dimer form shows broad absorption bands peaking at ;700 nm (Fig. 3C) . No other bands are observed at lower energy; therefore, the ligand field transitions of both cupric ions must be included within the 70Wnm absorption envelope.
The EPR and optical spectra of the original dimer and dimer-N3-are consistent with two approximately equivalent tetragonal copper(II) atoms. The d-d bands are similar to those observed for the half met and met apo derivatives; therefore, no drastic rearrangement of the cupric site has occurred. By comparison to the half met data, the metal-metal distance (-6 A) in dimer hemocyanin indicates that the protein bridge R has been broken. Using the same rationale as before, it is the bridging exogenous ligand that forces the coppers apart. General considerations of the nitrosyl chemistry (17) (by which the original dimer is produced) support an NOy bridge between the coppers. The NOY ligand is a coupling product from the NO reaction and does not provide a pathway for any significant exchange coupling (J < 0.02 cm-' from computer simulation).
N3-displaces the N.Oy ligand, initially bridging in an endto-end fashion. An EPR signal is still observed since the coppers are still too far apart to maintain the Cu(II)-R-Cu(II) bridge. The dimer active site is then as shown in Fig. IE . Dialysis of either dimer form removes the bridging exogenous ligand and allows the Cu(II)-R-Cu(II) bridge to form again. The loss of the EPR signal, then, is associated with the formation of methemocyanin (see next section), as indicated by the resulting optical spectra and the ability to regenerate the dialyzed protein to oxyhemocyanin with H202. Met hemocyanin Ambiguity exists both in the nature of the spectral properties associated with hemocyanin (3) and in the effects of anion binding on these properties. Arthropod met hemocyanin has been shown to be EPR-nondetectable (18) while mollusc met hemocyanin has been reported (3) to show an exchangebroadened EPR signal. A weak signal ( Fig. 2 curve E) is indeed observed for mollusc met hemocyanin. Addition of a stoichiometric amount of H202 regenerates -90% of the protein to oxyhemocyanin, based on the absorbance at 345 nm, but does not affect this EPR spectrum. Extensive dialysis against EDTA results in only a slight loss of intensity. Double integration indicates that the signal is due to 6 ± 3% of the total copper in solution. Addition of N3-at pH 5.0 acetate buffer causes the g = 2 signal to broaden and a g = 4 signal to appear (19) .
The weak EPR signal observed for met hemocyanin cannot be associated with the regenerable form of the protein since it remains after treatment with peroxide, but it is due to two copper(II) atoms in relatively close proximity, as addition of N3-leads to a g = 4 signal and a broadened g = 2 signal. Thus, approximately 6% of the hemocyanin active sites have been damaged in the preparation. The valid form of mollusc met hemocyanin is, in fact, EPR-nondetectable. Further, the d-d transitions in met-N3-occur at 710 nm (Fig. 3D) and are similar to those observed at 700 nm in dimer (Fig. 3C) . Therefore, the electronic structure of the cupric ions has not been strongly perturbed upon going from the EPR-active dimer form to the EPR-silent met derivative. The lack of an EPR signal must then be attributed to a relatively weak bonding interaction that can still strongly affect the ground-state magnetic properties-i.e., antiferromagnetic coupling. This requires an effective superexchange pathway through a bridging ligand (such as phenolate or carboxylate). In analogy to the two groups of half met derivatives, dimer can now be correlated with the group 2 half met forms where the bridging ligands have held the two coppers >5 A apart and have broken the endogenous bridge. In dimer, breaking the bridge will eliminate the effective pathway. for superexchange. Met can further be correlated with group 1 half met, having a Cu-Cu distance <4 A, sustaining the protein bridge, and thus a strong antiferromagnetic coupling exists between the two copper(II) atoms (Fig. ID) . Oxyhemocyanin The chemical perturbation approach described here has allowed us to systematically build up a picture of the geometric and electronic structure of the hemocyanin active site (Fig. 1) . We can now apply this approach to the assignment of the unique spectral features of oxyhemocyanin and then use it to determine the mode of peroxide bridging at the binuclear copper active site. The ligand field transitions of met and dimer hemocyanin occur around 700 nm (Figs. 3 C and D and 5) . The active sites of these derivatives each contains two tetragonal cupric ions, as shown above, with the lack of an EPR signal from met hemocyanin being the result of antiferromagnetic coupling via an endogenous bridge. The shoulders on the low-energy side of the 570-nm oxy band (Fig. 5, solid line) are similar in energy and intensity to the absorption bands in met and dimer and are therefore assigned as the ligand field transitions of oxyhemocyanin. By comparison, then, the oxyhemocyanin binuclear cupric active site is similar in its geometric and electronic structure to the active site of the met derivatives, the lack of an EPR signal again being due to antiferromagnetic coupling. The 425-nm band in oxyhemocyanin is still present in the lowtemperature absorption spectra of methemocyanin (Fig. 5 , dashed line) and thus becomes a likely candidate for a protein ligand-to-copper charge transfer transition; the protein ligand is most likely tyrosine, based on model complex studies (6) . Conversely, the lack of any intense bands (e > 1500 M-1 cm-') in the 300-to 400-nm region (see ref. 6 ) of the met hemocyanin spectrum implies that sulfur (cysteine and methionine) is not a copper ligand in hemocyanin and precludes the assignment of the dominant absorption at 345 nm in oxy as a protein ligand-to-copper charge transfer transition. The 345-nm band has also been assigned as a SPE (20) : an excitation of two copper centers by one photon at twice the energy of a single center transition. However, SPEs are highly forbidden transitions, being allowed only through covalent interaction of the two centers and therefore showing only weak absorption. The 345-nm band has an extinction coefficient of 20,000 M-1 cm-I; it is an intense band. More importantly, theory (20) dictates that the intensity of an SPE is proportional to J2, where J is the singlet-triplet splitting. The absorption at 345 nm is greatly reduced upon going from oxy to met hemocyanin, but no further reduction is observed upon going from met to dimer (unpublished results). The appearance of the EPR signal upon going from met to dimer indicates that a large decrease in J has taken place. Since the changes in intensity of the band do not correlate with changes in J, an SPE assignment for the 345-nm band cannot be considered. The comparison of the optical spectra of dimer, met, and oxyhemocyanin reveals that the 345-and 570-nm bands are uniquely associated with the peroxide-active site complex. The most reasonable assignment of these bands is therefore peroxide-to-copper charge transfer. The results of the half met studies strongly suggest that peroxide bridges the two coppers in oxyhemocyanin and binds in the equatorial plane. We can now predict what the charge transfer spectrum of such a Cu(II)-022--Cu(II) (weakly coupled) dimer should look like by considering the symmetry properties of a Cu(II)-022-monomer and using a transition dipole-vector coupling model (21) to extend the results to the dimer. The highest occupied peroxide orbitals are a degenerate ir* level. Upon bonding to the copper, these orbitals are split: ir,* forms a a-bond to the dx2-Y2 orbital of the copper and is greatly stabilized by this interaction; irv* lies perpendicular to -r*, and undergoes no bonding interaction.
The effective symmetry of the Cu(II)-022-is C2v since only one oxygen is directly involved in the copper-peroxide bonding and only the dx2y2 orbital of the copper needs to be considered. The orientation of the 0-0 vector relative to the copper equatorial plane does not affect the orbital overlap or the symmetry designation of the dX2_Y2 orbital and, therefore, the intensities or selection rules of the transitions. A transition promoting an electron from the irk* to the dX2_-2 orbital is electric dipoleallowed (polarized along the z axis) and has Al symmetry. The xv* dx2-Y2 charge transfer has B2 symmetry and is both electric and magnetic dipole-allowed (y, Rj). Two charge transfer bands are therefore predicted for a Cu(II)-022-monomer; the higher energy transition (-ru* dX22-Y2) will be more intense based on overlap arguments.
There are two ways to form a Cu(II)-022--Cu(II) dimer, either by bridging the peroxide end-to-end (geometry I in Table  1) The dimer charge transfer spectrum, then, should contain four bands. Besides the 345-and 570-nm bands, the positive circular dichroism band at 486 nm in hemocyanin (Fig. 5) is not present in the circular dichroism spectrum of any met hemocyanin (unpublished results) and must also be attributed to 022-* Cu(II) charge transfer. This band has a large Kuhn anisotropy factor (23) 12,000 cm-1 210,000 cm-1 t These values were calculated by using the following distances: Cu-0, 2.0 A; 0-0, 1.5 A; Cu-Cu, 3.6 A. The metal-metal distance is given by recent EXAFS studies (Thomas G. Spiro, personal communication). Both geometries are assumed to be planar since for geometry I, this yields a Cu-0-0 angle of 1220 and for geometry II, a Cu-0-0 angle of 1160 is obtained. These angles are close to those found for cobalt-peroxy complexes-i.e., 1200 (22) . Bending the 0-0 bond out of the plane in geometry II would decrease the splittings but leads to unfavorable Cu-0-0 angles (<1100).
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Ml and M2 are the transition dipoles on monomers 1 and 2, respectively, separated by a distance R. 0 is the angle between the transition dipole and the Cu-Cu vector, 0 is the angle between the two dipoles on the monomers, and 3 is the angle between the dipole and the C2 axis. We consider first the 7r,* dX2-_2 transition. The model correctly predicts an intensity ratio close to zero (Table 1 ) and gives the observed order of the components (AE > 0) for both geometries; however, the predicted magnitude of the splitting is somewhat low. This is reasonable since the model involves several approximations and, thus, should only be expected to provide an order of magnitude estimate for the energy splittings; however, the intensity ratios are based only on geometry and should be quite accurate. We consider now the 7r,* -_ dx2_Y2 transition. The Al transition is the lowest for both geometries; we assign it to the 345-nm band. The B, component is not observed, almost certainly because of the high protein absorption for X < 300 nm. From only the observed intensity and energy of the 345-nm band, for geometry I, the B, transition is predicted to occur at X < 300 nm (v_ > 29,000 + 5,000 cm-1) with an E of 7700 M-1 cm-1 (assuming similar half-widths). For geometry II, however, the B, component should be found at X < 23 nm (v > 29,000 + 400,000 cm-') with an e of 83,000 M-1 cm-1. The resulting wr* -Tr* splitting is 12,000 cm-1 for geometry I and 210,000 cm-' for geometry II. Cobalt-peroxy complexes [both end-to-end (22) and monoatomic (24) bridges] have been studied in detail. By comparison to the values obtained for those systems, geometry II can be discarded as it predicts far too large a 7r, -7r splitting and too high intensity for a charge transfer transition. The oxyhemocyanin spectrum is therefore consistent only with an end-to-end peroxide bridging geometry (Fig. IF) .
To summarize, we have generated a series of chemical derivatives which have allowed us to systematically derive a picture of the hemocyanin active site in order of increasing complexity. Comparison forms has demonstrated that both the exogenous ligand and a protein ligand bridge the two copper ions. Extension of these studies to a spectroscopic comparison of the met and dimer forms has shown that both contain two tetragonal copper(II) atoms [Cu(II)Cu(II)], the lack of an EPR signal for the met form being due to antiferromagnetic coupling between the coppers mediated by the endogenous protein bridge which is broken in the dimer form. Further, spectroscopic comparison of the met and oxy forms has shown that the unique features at 570 and 345 nm in the oxyhemocyanin absorption spectrum are peroxide , Cu(II) charge transfer transitions. Finally a transition dipole-vector coupling model is used to interpret this charge transfer spectrum and support an end-to-end bridging mode for the peroxide at the binuclear cupric active site of oxyhemocyanin.
